GOVERNMENT OF SIKKIM
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF WILDLIFE WARDEN
FOREST, ENVIRONMENT & WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT
GANGTOK

Ref. No. 37 / FEWM

Date: 17/06/06

NOTIFICATION

Whereas the State Government is satisfied with the Proclamation issued by the District Collector (South) under 21 of the Wildlife Protection Act 1972 with regard to the boundaries of the Kitam Bird Sanctuary declared vide Notification no. 39/FEWM/2005 dated 03/02/2005 and therefore confirm that there is no change in the boundaries of the Sanctuary. Keeping the land status wildlife habitat and its management in mind the rights proposed for the surrounding bonafied residents other then water cannot be considered.

Hence the status of boundaries of Kitam bird Sanctuary remains Status- Quo.

(N. T. Bhutia)
Chief Wildlife Warden,
Forest, Env. & WL Mangt. Department,
Government of Sikkim
File No- ADM/ 20/ SW/ WL